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EMISPRO - Functionality & Benefits
More advanced, more sophisticated
Peer Analysis
EMISPRO Peer Analysis, accessing predefined or customized
industry sets, helps you quickly identify sunrise sectors and
spot opportunities using four analyses; Aggregation,
Concentration, DuPont and Statistical Distribution.
EMISPRO Peer Analysis results are displayed in tabular or
chart form, making it faster than ever to expand your
investment horizon to capture more opportunities.

Analytical Workspace
The EMISPRO Analytical Workspace delivers online,
integrated spreadsheet analysis capabilities from virtually any
connected device, anywhere, any time. The built-in EMISPRO
tools make it simple to integrate standardized or as
reported financial data from the EMIS database of more than
a million listed and private companies in over 100 emerging
market countries with your custom calculations to create
proprietary spreadsheet models in no time.

Credit Analytics
EMISPRO Credit Analytics offers a sophisticated technique
to evaluate the creditworthiness of companies based upon
a proprietary EMIS financial score that combines industry
benchmarking with trend analysis or by using your own
custom methodology. EMISPRO makes it simple to assess
risk profiles, measure and score the individual credit risk
presented by your client base and assign credit limits that
help you better manage risk.

Compare Trends
Select any company or industry to quickly perform company
vs company, company vs industry, or industry vs industry
financial, performance or market share comparisons across
multiple periods and analyzing the financials or ratios of your
choice. The EMISPRO Compare Trends analysis helps you
easily spot trends and opportunities by illustrating how your
target stacks up to industry peers.
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Advanced Company Screener
Utilizing the advanced company screening tool built by EMIS,
EMISPRO offers screening by virtually any combination of
company financials and data. Use Boolean operators to
screen on a wide scale, build custom screening formulas,
search as reported financials, refine results using quick filters
and previews and save searches and filters so you can
consistently track competition, monitor business risks,
identify prospects, spot key strategic partners or analyze
investment opportunities quickly and efficiently.

Benchmark Indicators
Quickly analyze company or industry trends and rankings
using EMIS Benchmark indicators. EMISPRO allows you to
select relevant financials and compare companies against
existing or custom defined industries to assess their ranking
and performance against their constituents, ensuring that
your ability to assess relative performance and risk is more
accurate than ever before.

DealWatch
The EMISPRO DealWatch service, combines proprietary
M&A and ECM news created by the expert DealWatch
financial journalist team, over 75,000 M&A and ECM deals,
research, company valuations and deal forecasts with
sophisticated screening, analytics and public information to
help users quickly and easily create targeted pipelines to
complete more deals in less time.
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